Specific cholinergic destruction in the basal magnocellular nucleus and impaired passive avoidance behavior of rodents.
A nerve growth factor (NGF)-diphtheria toxin conjugate (NGDT) was found to selectively abolish or depress the activity of NGF receptor-bearing cholinergic neurons of the basal magnocellular nucleus (BMN). Bilateral cortical injections of NGDT impaired the retention of passive avoidance behavior in mice. A memory deficit was also revealed when cortical injections of NGDT were administered after the acquisition of a passive avoidance response. Thus, retrograde destruction of BMN cholinergic neurons by the cortical injection of NGDT interfered with both learning and memory processes. The animal model outlined here should be useful in analyzing the pathogenesis of Alzheimer's disease and the functions of the cholinergic system in the BMN.